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Abstract
In Alexandre Vialatte’s 1928 novel, Battling le ténébreux, a young 
man projects his quest for self  upon a mysterious woman. The 
character Erna Schnorr incarnates the eternal feminine – a vision of  
woman constructed for the male hero’s self-realisation. But, penned 
by a writer-translator amid the modernist crisis of  the self, Erna 
inhabits a strange space between French and German languages 
and literatures. There, she possesses agency as artist and destabilises 
the male gaze. This essay first presents protagonist Battling’s series 
of  fantasies as an allegory for a transnational self  of  the interwar 
period. And, second, it examines Erna as a subject in translation. 
I suggest that a translational reading can problematise reductive 
identities to bring woman back down to earth from the feminine 
ideal.
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Tour à tour alliée, ennemie, elle [l’éternel féminin] apparaît 
comme le chaos ténébreux d’où sourd la vie, comme cette 
vie-même, et comme l’au-delà vers lequel elle tend…  
(Simone de Beauvoir, Le Deuxième sexe).

To quote this article: Frances Egan, "Translating the Eternal Feminine: Portraits of the Artist in 
Alexandre Vialatte’s Battling le ténébreux", Essays in French Literature and Culture 56, 2019, pp. 
185-201.
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When the schoolboys of  Alexandre Vialatte’s 1928 novel Battling 
le ténébreux ou la mue périlleuse (Battling)1 meet the character Erna 
Schnorr, they are intrigued. A sophisticated painter from Berlin 
with a strange name, German accent and Nordic appearance, Erna 
is nothing like the French women of  the text’s small-town setting. 
The novel’s main trio – Battling, Manuel, and the unnamed narrator 
– rush to idolise her, positioning Erna as the exotic Other to their 
collective self  whose myth encapsulates everything missing from 
their lives. While we occasionally get insight into Erna’s worries and 
desires, a series of  male fantasies form the large part of  her image. 
From a distance, and from the boys’ perspective, Erna represents 
the “eternal feminine”: an idealised and timeless vision of  woman. 
But what is interesting about Erna is the way in which she fails 
to comply with the boys’ representations. In her Otherness, Erna 
eludes description within the French context and the boys try to 
translate her into terms they understand. What results is a subject 
between worlds – Erna is culturally, aesthetically and linguistically 
liminal. What sort of  reflection then does Erna offer to the male 
self  of  this modernist text? And can we demystify her otherness by 
reading her as a subject in translation? 

The term “eternal feminine” as an object to inspire man’s 
transcendence was made famous by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s 
Faust (Part I 1808, Part II 1832). An ensemble of  women surrounds 
Faust and ultimately offers him salvation. Together, in all their 
multiplicity and lack of  individuality, these female characters 
converge into an essentialist trope that exists to inspire the male 
hero. The German Romantics cultivated the myth of  the eternal 
feminine as a symbol of  the unattainable sublime. In Immanuel 
Kant’s definition, the sublime is the otherness outside the self  
that has the power to destroy the “I” completely; it has an ethereal 
appeal which attracts as well as frightens. Male thinkers and artists 
have often conceptualised the sublime through the veiled goddess 
Isis; fearful and wondrous, she encapsulates an unattainable truth to 
be eternally pursued (Battersby, 2013, 1-16). Within this Romantic 
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model, art offers the way to sublimation – a medium for man to be 
on par with the gods. The artist turns then to woman to express the 
mystery of  his own identity (Boyer, 2005, 3). 

Simone de Beauvoir famously challenged the representation 
of  woman as Other to a universal male self. In her seminal text Le 
Deuxième sexe (1949), she dismantled literary representations that, 
by objectifying through the male gaze and flattening with two-
dimensional tropes, confined woman to this symbolic role. Man had 
conceived of  woman, according to Beauvoir, not as any flesh and 
blood figure but as Nature and the source of  all life (2010, 245). For 
woman to flee the bounds of  the eternal feminine, she must be a 
subject herself, thick with agency and depth. 

Fronting the text’s trio of  collégiens, and their collective 
imaginary, Battling serves as the singular, melancholy hero who 
construes Erna Schnorr as the answer to his unhappy existence. His 
(anti) coming of  age shapes the novel; as the narrative progresses, 
Battling does not mature but becomes increasingly estranged from 
society and from himself. Retreating into a world of  fantasy, he 
projects a deeply personal quest onto Erna’s strange figure, fearing 
and idolising her foreign myth and pouring his soul into poetry. 
Playing with the post-Romantic, Battling engages with and satirises 
outdated notions of  the veiled Isis and eternal feminine. While 
the text indulges in Erna’s objectification, it does so ironically; her 
appearance and behaviour are far from the typical French woman 
who serves as a plot device for the hero’s journey into adulthood.2

This paper presents Battling’s perilous coming of  age (“sa 
mue périlleuse”) as an allegory for the period’s crisis of  self  and 
representation post-World War One. Erna’s transnationality, between 
German and French,3 serves as the point of  problematisation to 
Battling’s identity; looking into the eternal feminine’s reflection, he 
finds only plurality and alienation. Yet Erna’s liminality, I argue, does 
more than unsettle Battling’s path to self-realisation – it grants her 
agency as subject and artist. Stereotyped portrayals of  the eternal 
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feminine presuppose the poetics and literary tradition of  a specific 
language, the aesthetics of  a culture. But what happens to the trope 
in a liminal, transnational or translated literary space? 

The women in Vialatte’s fiction have not occupied a large 
place in the literature on his work. Rarely possessing their own 
agency, they are formed from stereotype and dream, and exist in the 
narrative solely for the male’s journey. Vialatte’s focus is adolescence 
and the women are creatures of  schoolboy fantasy, “nées du regard 
des adolescents frivoles qui les façonnent au gré de leur désir” 
(Hadjadj 2003, 169, 171). Erna Schnorr is one of  two exceptions that 
Dany Hadjadj refers to in a rare article on these female characters. 
Erna has a backstory, a narrative arc (albeit bizarre and ironically 
told), some fears and desires of  her own and is a renowned artist. 
Nonetheless, she too occupies the realm of  myth. Is this woman 
for all women, multiple and one, everywhere? Or a singular woman 
without equal, real and embodied? 

A Modernist Eternal Feminine
Erna enters the narrative not as a character of  the boys’ fictional 
world but as a figure outside. The narrator introduces her by her 
pictures in avant-garde magazines, as representation rather than 
physical woman. 

Dans le Querschnitt, le Crapouillot et quelques autres magazines 
bien illustrés de tendances internationales, on pouvait voir le 
portrait d’Erna Schnorr, ses lignes nettes, son front bombé, 
ses lèvres épaisses et ses yeux pâles qui autorisaient à inventer 
toutes les Scandinavies. On la sentait faite pour habiter des 
plages nordiques ou des maisons rouges bien astiquées, 
perdues dans des plaines de neige. Elle avait sur un corps 
de nageuse une tête étrange et géniale de femme laide ; mais 
c’était quelque chose de si bien lavé, de si uni, de si frais, de 
si ferme et de si lisse qu’on ne la désirait pas autrement (37).
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These magazines, Der Querschnitt and Le Crapouillot, German 
and French respectively, foreground Erna’s transnationality. Der 
Querschnitt is representative of  the flourishing arts culture during the 
Goldene Zwanziger [Golden Twenties] in Weimar Germany; like 
Erna, the publication came out of  Berlin, a hub for intellectuals 
and avant-garde artists. Le Crapouillot began as a journal de tranchées in 
France in the First World War and later morphed into an arts and 
literature magazine to which Vialatte himself  contributed. Erna’s 
brightness, as we will see throughout, comes precisely from a world 
that, unable to be contained within France, circulates on a glossy 
and non-conformist international stage.

The reader is constantly reminded to identify not with Erna 
but with her beholder. The ostensibly neutral French “on” (“on 
pouvait voir le portrait”, “on la sentait faite”) aligns the reader with 
the male viewer and signals that the above passage is about the male 
gaze: looking at not looked-at. The schoolboys frame Erna’s irregular 
appearance as their new aesthetic. In the tradition of  male beholder 
and female muse, the female figure is transformed into a two-
dimensional object so that instead of  real womanly corporeality, the 
body becomes cultural object – a female nude rather than a naked 
female (Ussher, 2016, 3). Erna’s “lignes nettes” and “front bombé” 
evoke a sculpture or texturised painting. The bulging nature of  
her forehead is misshapen in line with the exaggerated features of  
the period’s expressionists and her form, made of  building blocks 
(“sur un corps de nageuse une tête étrange”), echoes modernist 
depictions in which “the body, freed from cosy roundness, could 
appear in terms of  stylised geometry with harsh lines and stiff  
angles” (Levenson, 2011, 46). Erna seems to have depth even on 
the page, but does this portrait challenge traditional representations 
of  woman as Other or simply reinterpret the Other for the (male) 
avant-garde artist? 

Looking into her pale eyes, Erna’s beholder constructs her 
image. “Ses yeux pâles” ostensibly authorise the viewer to invent 
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“toutes les Scandinavies”. The syntax neatly sidesteps the question 
of  agency; does the passive looked-at give permission with her 
gaze or does the beholder presume? Erna’s otherness conjures an 
array of  appropriated northern stereotypes. Vialatte’s neologism 
“Scandinavies”, in the plural, suggests a conflating of  difference and 
individuality into a neat image of  elsewhere. This Nordic cliché is 
encapsulated by the red house (“des maisons rouges”) in the snow; 
such a house mimics the architectural nature of  the description of  
Erna’s person and continues her foreign aura – remaining forever 
on the horizon, its shiny brightness summons the eye but eludes 
one’s approach.

While Erna’s image is everywhere, in print, art and fantasy, 
the beholder finds no stable, concrete or singular self. Her body 
lies outside the text’s imaginary and outside the French aesthetic 
of  the feminine. Erna’s “tête étrange et géniale de femme laide” 
characterises this foreign vision which not only fascinates but 
repulses. The incongruous adjective “géniale” associates her 
unfamiliar ugliness with something magnificent, like the “jolie 
laide”4 more commonly employed in English than in its original 
French. The passage ends: “on ne la désirait pas autrement” – a 
sexual aspect equally exists behind this gaze. Within the French 
imaginary, Erna is a perverse curiosity.

Battling, following the Romantic artist, seeks mirrors of  
himself  in his contact with others (Montandon, 1986, 27). Erna’s 
image takes on the shape of  water, reflecting his every desire. She 
has the body of  a swimmer, her head is well washed, she lives by a 
pond (40) and she believes that “toute poésie vient des eaux” (40). 
In the schoolboy fantasy that the above passage represents, the 
small-town pond transforms into a remote Nordic beach and the 
shiny French house is transplanted somewhere north, swallowed up 
by a snowy plain (38). “Si la femme a été si souvent comparée à 
l’eau,” Simone de Beauvoir writes, “c’est entre autres parce qu’elle 
est le miroir où le Narcisse mâle se contemple” (2010, 304). It is 
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tempting to read Erna as reflecting Battling, his self-projection of  
alterity, ténébreuse to ténébreux. 

“Unhoused and Wanderers Across Languages”: Insecure 
Heroes
With the turmoil following World War One, the arrival of  modern 
forms of  transportation and communication, the rise of  fascism and 
the threat of  future unrest, the interwar period, and its literature, was 
defined by uncertainty and physical flux. George Steiner dubbed the 
modernists “unhoused and wanderers across languages” (1976, 11); 
more than before, one could be at home in several places or none.  
For many writers, literature had become “the point of  intersection 
between native and acquired language, between the indigenous and 
the alien, between self  and other, in a complex bi- or multilingual 
dynamic specific to the situations of  exile and migration” (Englund, 
2013, 1).  The experience of  moving and dislocation, of  being 
both oneself  and another in a new language, offered a plurality and 
insecurity fitting to the epoch’s strange experience of  being.

As a writer-translator, Alexandre Vialatte inhabited the 
metaphorical space between French and German languages and 
literary traditions, and, for a long time, as a French expatriate in 
Germany, the geographical space between, around the Rhine. 
He wrote Battling, his first novel, during his German years while 
homesick for France5; more than his later works, the text maps an 
uneasy encounter with that which lies beyond the Rhine. A French 
roman de formation, Battling is nonetheless informed by German 
literature and its small-town setting is infiltrated by urban Berlin. 
Within the narrative, a Bolshevik aesthetic pollutes the French 
sense of  the noble and beautiful (33) and a German muse arrives to 
destabilise the anachronistic French schoolboy. The very essence of  
Battling is the meeting between French and German – and between 
a pre-war memory and a post-war present – neither category distinct 
nor homogenous. 

The hero, in parallel, is formed from a rich array of  trans-
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European origins. As expressed by his epithet “le ténébreux”, 
Battling embodies the layers of  bygone heroes (Egan, 2017).6 

The text plays with a Romantic model of  the self  but, in this 
modernist text, offers its hero no foundation, no inner truth, no 
singularity. Battling’s insecurity projects itself  onto Erna Schnorr. 
Her image, as cubist art with its perspectives and angles, as photo 
upon photo, reproduced without original, and as culturally liminal, 
offers a fundamentally plural reflection – an identity which cannot 
be conceived within a single language and culture. Erna represents 
the wandering modernist’s construction of  his Other, not the 
Romantic’s.

“Sujet-objet de désir”: The Woman Artist
Neither the muse nor the veiled Isis were traditionally subjects 
themselves, but merely devices for the male hero. It follows that it is 
all too easy to forget that Erna is herself  a successful painter – she 
is the feminine (not woman) incarnating the sublime for the male 
protagonists and the artist accessing it. We soon learn that her work 
has captivated the international art scene in its depiction of  another 
world between the “real” and the “impossible”. The narrator tells 
us: “… l’élégance de son dessin et l’étrangeté de ses éclairages 
surprenaient comme un conte norvégien” (38); the sonority of  the 
e’s (élégance, étrangeté, éclairage) foregrounds the brightness of  this 
foreign Norwegian vision that surprises expressed within the French 
poetics. The modern sheen of  her art – Erna paints on sheet metals 
– builds on the water imagery of  her person and polished quality of  
her house. But here Erna’s reflective surfaces oppose the binary of  
active-looking and passive-looked at. Is this really Narcissus and his 
double, Simone de Beauvoir’s man and woman?

The artist of  the early twentieth century is a particularly 
interesting incarnation of  the eternal feminine for the very reason 
of  rupturing any clean mirror effect of  the male gaze. In the Belle 
Époque, era of  performers, dancers and actresses, theatres used 
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the reputation and image of  their female stars to attract critics 
and crowds alike. On the one hand, these women were powerful, 
financially-independent protagonists, but on the other, it was 
precisely their image that enabled and perpetuated their position. 
Nevertheless, the illusion of  the eternal feminine as object and male 
reflection had begun to waver. The audience could not ignore the 
female star’s subjectivity and the star was conscious of, and even 
invited, her objectification (Antle, 9-14). 

In her position of  liminality, like the stars of  the Belle Époque, 
Erna is not object but rather “sujet-objet de désir” (Desanti, 1984, 
30). In the description of  her portrait in the magazines, it was she who 
“authorised” the male gaze; moreover, the self-other binary wavers, 
as I’ll come to shortly, in classmate Manuel’s interactions with the 
painter. Luce Irigaray calls for a reworking of  the mirror theory of  
subjectivity developed by Jacques Lacan, exposing the bias towards 
woman as object, even by women themselves. Historically, women 
have looked in the mirror to see themselves as simple exteriority: 
“le miroir signifie,” Irigaray writes, “la constitution d’un(e) autre 
fabriqué(e) que je vais proposer comme enjeu de séduction à ma 
place” (1987, 77). The text’s depiction of  Erna focuses on this 
exteriority; even as an internationally renowned artist, she remains 
muse for the men of  Battling and her own work “seduces” the critics 
(38). But just as Irigaray calls for a recognition of  female selfhood in 
the looking glass, Erna seeks her fully-fleshed character.

Erna’s foreignness grants her leeway to be the artist; she is 
not confined within the text’s culture or time. When Manuel meets 
“Mademoiselle Schnorr”, he is intimidated by Erna the artist and 
thrown off  guard by Erna the German woman; she does not fit the 
feminine stereotype he expects but rather turns her regard on him. 

Elle le dévisageait avec curiosité, sans gêne, à la fois 
comme un lézard dans une vitrine et comme une excellente 
occasion. Une Française, à sa place, aurait eu l’air coquette 
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ou effrontée ; chez elle on avait plutôt l’impression d’une 
curiosité scientifique jointe à un plaisir enfantin. Manuel fut 
un peu gêné… (101-2).

Manuel, who is “gêné”, watches Erna staring at him “sans gêne”: one 
relaxed, the other squirming under the gaze. “Sans gêne” seems to 
imply that Erna should be embarrassed, yet she is outside the norms 
of  French culture – she does not have to follow the rules. Even if  
we see the scene then through Manuel’s perspective, Erna, the other, 
has Manuel, the subject, pinned beneath her gaze. Manuel compares 
her to a French woman: “une Française, à sa place” would do this, 
but “chez elle” …. The two cultures clash in their stereotypes: the 
coquettish French woman and the objective, distant German. Erna’s 
transnationality confuses this French boy who does not maintain his 
dominance against a feminine German, or French-German, Other. 
The mirror wavers; picked up and placed where she does not belong, 
Erna has more hope of  being subject, artist, creator. 

Translating the Other
While Erna must remain Other to fulfil her role as the eternal 
feminine, she equally appeals to translation. The boys want to make 
her conform to established representations and Erna herself  yearns 
to be an ordinary French woman (41-42). All attempts to contain her, 
however, meet with a perverse resistance; this character possesses 
something irreconcilably foreign that eludes representation within 
the French. On the wave of  his passion for Erna, Battling writes 
her a “hymne à la laideur”. The schoolboys discuss Battling’s “ode 
to ugliness”, but we never see it. His image of  Erna – the key, as he 
believes, to his own identity – lies outside the text. The poem, filled 
with “nietzschéismes” and echoes of  Arthur Rimbaud’s “Bateau 
ivre”, apparently sounds like Walt Whitman in translation (77, 81). 

Charles Baudelaire’s “Hymne à la beauté” (1857) likely also 
inspires Battling’s pastiche “Hymne à la laideur”. Moving away 
from nationalist art and an old universal, Baudelaire considered 
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the strange to be the new beauty. As he writes in Fusées (1897): 
“l’irrégularité, c’est à dire l’inattendu, la surprise, l’étonnement sont 
une partie essentielle et la caractéristique de la beauté” (1972, 31). In 
his “Hymne”, he uses long-time mistress Jeanne Duval – a Haitian 
actress and dancer, his “black venus” – to embody the aesthetic. 
Often labelled misogynistic, Baudelaire nonetheless depicted highly 
individual women (Lloyd, 2002, 94); rather than indulge in simple 
exoticism, he advocated for an appreciation of  the irregular wherein 
the viewer must travel out into the world and other himself  (Murphy, 
2008, 30–32). 

Manuel too turns to a Baudelairean vision of  foreign 
irregularity to capture Erna’s aesthetic. When she steps into the 
light cast by a strange lamp in the shape of  Père Ubu, he sees that 
the foreignness of  the Berliner’s face is not ugly but perfect: “elle 
apparaissait mystérieuse, douce, luxueuse et parfaite; Manuel songeait 
à ‘l’Invitation’ de Baudelaire” (105). The poem “L’invitation au 
voyage” evokes the appeal of  travelling to a distant and unreachable 
place across the seas which assumes the luxurious image of  a 
woman. This mythical construct of  a foreign paradise – for it is only 
the invitation, not the journey itself  – offers the schoolboys, who do 
not leave their French habitus, a picture of  Erna. Baudelaire’s other 
famous invitation to travel in “Any where out of  the world” expresses 
a similar sense of  elsewhere from within.7 The outside expressed in 
these English words of  the French poem exists paradoxically only 
for those in, and remaining in, Paris. 

Any desire to translate Erna’s Otherness in Battling comes 
hand in hand with an acknowledged unwillingness to demystify, 
a last cling to exoticism. Without her foreign mystery, the eternal 
feminine would cease to inspire desire from within the French. And, 
what would remain, in any case, if  we were to peel back the illusion 
of  a trope that exists as pure enigma?

To Battling’s dismay, Erna rejects his ode, saying that she 
does not like insolent boys (81). If  Erna’s art is lauded, Battling’s is 
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laughed at. He treats the task with the utmost sincerity, imagining the 
poem to finally encapsulate the depth of  his melancholy, but we see 
a ludicrous version of  sublimation in art. And where Manuel adjusts 
his behaviour to Erna’s, Battling would rather abandon all hope at 
meaning than see her as a subject outside his construction. “Women 
have served all these centuries as looking-glasses possessing the 
magic and delicious power of  reflecting the figure of  man at twice 
its natural size,” writes Virginia Woolf  in 1928, “… take it away and 
man may die…” (Woolf, 1992, 45, 47). Battling’s war is with himself; 
blinded by his nostalgia for the Romantic ‘I’, he will seek mastery 
and confirmation until it kills him. 

Why then does Battling depict an eternal feminine who resists 
her objectification, who is herself  an artist, whose enigma is simply 
her foreignness within the French world? Even if  man invented 
woman, Simone de Beauvoir declares, she equally exists outside his 
invention (Beauvoir, 2010, 305). The schoolboy lens which forms 
Erna’s character deals in archetypes and foreign fantasies to create 
a non-tangible and dream-like myth. Yet this translated aesthetic, 
together with Erna’s German language which leaves behind the soft 
hint of  an accent in her almost perfect French,8 suggests that she has 
an existence elsewhere. Erna wills us, already within Vialatte’s prose, 
to read her outside. 

Identity ‘in Translation’
Conceiving of  identity ‘in translation’, despite appearances, is useful 
for negotiating alterity without translating the Other into our frame 
of  reference. “The stranger is, paradoxically, very much like me, but 
also infinitely different,” Joanne Zylinska writes, “so my task consists 
in accepting and respecting this alterity without trying to translate it 
into familiar and secure terms” (1998, 100). Like feminist theories, 
translational models break from the “I” of  the patriarchal Romantic 
construct to propose an intersubjective conception of  self  that 
avoids hierarchy and hard borders (Simon, 1996, 8-9). Through our 
relations with other subjects, we constantly (re)negotiate identity; 
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instead of  universals, homogenous categorisation and hegemonic 
relationships, such models propose situated, specific and ethical 
constructions of  identity (Tissot, 2017, 30; Santaemilia, 2011, 20). 

At the centre of  Vialatte’s coming of  age novel, this paper 
argues, is an intersubjective encounter in translation: German 
meets French in a strange dance between embodied and gendered 
subjects. A translational reading of  Battling works to expose and 
reverse, as indeed the text suggests we do, Erna’s fetishisation and 
appropriation through a French male ‘I’; it problematises simple 
self-other narratives, reductive categorisation and nationalist 
identities (Cronin, 2013, 348-51; Wilson, 2013, 107-11). Within this 
framework, Erna is subject and object, artist and muse, French and 
German, translating and translated. 

Leading the cultural translation paradigm which emerged in 
the nineties, Homi Bhabha proposed conceptualising identity via 
the “articulation of  cultural differences” in an in-between space 
(2014, 2).  Nomad, expat, traveller, writer-in-exile: these identities 
disrupt the neat confines of  national, linguistic, cultural and 
literary boundaries to portray plurality and instability (Karpinski, 
2012, 27–28). Erna’s portrait represents this in-between and best 
incarnates the elusive modernist state of  being – both unhomely 
and productive – that Battling circles around. Ultimately, the text’s 
interwar coming of  age offers no nationalist or knowable subject 
but rather Erna’s foreignness, contrasted with, and experienced 
through, the collective French schoolboy self. 

If  the text positions Erna on the margins, it is not because 
she is insignificant, but because it wills us to alter our perspective. 
This paper recentres Erna’s character at the heart of  Battling. While 
the beau ténébreux withers in insecurity, committing suicide rather 
than reconcile his ideals with reality, the modern transnational 
woman in fact reflects the author (Smadja, 2003, 386). Erna’s central 
paradox – an irreconcilable foreignness combined with a desire for 
home – is the wandering modernist’s, and her art, rather than the 
outdated Romantic’s, is the text’s ideal (Schaffner, 2001, 107). As 
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Erna’s paintings bring the outside into France to offer visions of  
another world (38), Vialatte introduces Germany into this roman de 
formation to destabilise the French hero and his fictional world. We 
can read Erna Schnorr as the Other or we can travel out to meet 
her, demystifying this eternal feminine’s foreign wonder through a 
translational reading. Here, Erna is the other subject and hers is the 
aesthetic that Vialatte seeks: something strange and elusive that can 
only be accessed in translation.

The University of  Melbourne  
Université Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3

____
1 All references to Battling (1982) are cited simply by page number in 
parentheses.
2 The archetypal Madame Arnoux, for example, in Gustave Flaubert’s 
L’Education sentimentale (1869) or, in the interwar period, Marthe from 
Raymond Radiguet’s Le Diable au corps (1923).
3 Born in Germany, Erna moves to the French town early in the novel to 
visit the home of  her mother’s ancestors.
4 A woman whose face is attractive despite having ugly features (Oxford 
dictionary).
5 See Vialatte’s correspondence to Henri Pourrat from this period in 
Correspondance (2004) and his columns from the same time (published much 
later in the collection Bananes de Koenigsberg, 1985).
6 Battling’s epithet “le ténébreux” connects him to a long line of  lost 
trans-European souls searching for fulfilment. The term for the French 
Romantic archetype “beau ténébreux” (as I explore in Egan, 2017, paras. 
8-13), comes from the translation of  the Spanish “Beltenebros”: a knight 
from the 15th century chivalric romance Amadis de Gaula. It travelled 
then through Spanish, French, English, notably cropping up in Gérard de 
Nerval’s poem “El desdichado” (1854). Nerval draws from Walter Scott’s 
disinherited knight in Ivanhoe (1819) and brings the beau ténébreux’s battle 
for meaning into the more psychological realms of  one’s war with oneself: 
“je suis le ténébreux”.  
7 Baudelaire titled this poem (from Petits poèmes en prose published 
posthumously in 1869) in English, erroneously writing “anywhere” as two 
words. 
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8 “Elle parlait un français assez pur, d’une voix basse, en fermant certains 
è ouverts et en roulant un peu les r, avec précaution, comme des meubles 
de prix” (179).
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